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Reading free My first holy quran coloring
and reader (Download Only)

do you want to teach your child all the animals mentioned in the holy quran then you
are in the right place the pictures of animals mentioned in the quran are all collected
and the child colors them divide it into land animals aerial animals marine animals as
well as insects i attached the name of each animal in two languages english and arabic
so that the child could learn arabic the language of the qur an i think the book
contains valuable information so don t hesitate to gift it to your child my ramadan and
eid al fitr coloring book is a selection of coloring pages about the islamic holidays
of ramadan and eid al fitr during the month of ramadan the holy quran was first
revealed to the prophet muhammad saw and muslims commemorate this sacred month with
fasting from dawn to sunset islamic coloring book turn self care into soul care an
ideal islamic gift for muslim ladies and teens a beautifully illustrated islamic
coloring book to help you relax while nourishing the soul color while you connect with
allah swt verily in the remembrance of allah do hearts find peace al qur an 13 28 this
book contains 25 exquisite flowers and botanical themed patterns each page contains the
english translation of a quranic verse or hadith with surah and verse number patterns
vary from the easy to more complex printed on one side to prevent bleed through crayons
colored pencils work best pages can be cut out after coloring frame it and display your
unique artwork book s dimension 8 5 x 11 inches color your stress and anxiety away and
reflect upon allah s swt words may peace and tranquility blossom as hearts draw closer
to the allah swt order the islamic coloring book today visit our aiman publishing
amazon store click on author name and check out our entire collection of islamic
notebooks journals and coloring books that are both beautiful and useful catering to
different family members they also make perfect gifts for all occasions such as eid
graduation birthdays anniversaries gifts that will be cherished for years to come the
ideal gift to learn allah s most beautiful names and have fun allah has revealed his
names several times in the holy quran mainly for us to understand who he is learning
and memorizing the names of allah will help us identify the correct way to believe in
him there is nothing more sacred and blessed than understanding the names of allah and
living by them with these 115 pages and over 6 different activities about islam this
coloring book is suitable for all ages the 99 most beautiful names of allah coloring
book is perfect for those who want to have fun color and have amazing time alone or
with family learning the 99 names of allah easily this fantastic islam activity book
will also make a perfect travel or vacation notebook one name of allah per page the
coloring books are also great fun for children do not wait any longer as muslims we
believe in allah in accordance with his beautiful names and attributes allah has
revealed his names repeatedly in the holy quran primarily for us to understand who he
is learning and memorizing the names of allah will help us to identify the correct way
to believe in him there is nothing more sacred and blessed than understanding the names
of allah and living by them perfect gift papeback learn the meaning of allah s 99 names
learn the names of allah in arabic with their english transliteration and meaning learn
the arabic calligraphy of allah s 99 names coloring the arabic calligraphy high quality
illustration coloring pages one name per sheet size 8 5 11 inches 202 pages 101 sheets
embark on a journey of serenity and reflection discover the tranquil beauty of faith
with seeking serenity an islamic coloring experience this unique adult coloring book
marries the meditative art of coloring with the profound wisdom of the quran each page
unfolds an inspiring quote set against intricate designs that beckon your personal
touch dive into a reflective journey where each stroke adds color not just to the page
but to your soul this book contains 31 quotes from the sacred and holy quran it also
includes 31 beautiful islamic themed patterns to color book s dimensions 8 5 x 11
inches a perfect gift for all followers of love wisdom patience guidance and strength
whether seeking peace in a bustling life deepening your spiritual connection or simply
exploring the quran in a new light this book is your gateway to a world where faith
meets creativity seeking serenity is not just a coloring book it s a passage to
mindfulness a celebration of the divine and a testament to the timeless messages of the
quran join us in this beautiful exploration of faith art and personal growth color
contemplate and connect with seeking serenity your sanctuary of peace in the palm of
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your hand order yours today islam coloring book for kids babies toddlers child islamic
colouring children quran allah islam islamic art coloring book activity pattern colors
islamic activity book children kid child baby my deen islamic activity book toddler
prophet coloring goes beyond being a fun activity for kids it improves their motor
skills and focus and lets children develop creativity and color recognition this book
is ideally suited for 3 year old muslim boys and girls there are 31 animals mentioned
in the holy quran and 6 surah s names that are named after animals too in this book for
each of the 31 animals a large illustration for coloring is included along with their
english arabic names to color and their english name to trace there are additional pet
and farm animals included as well at the end of the book you will find some fun and
educational games and activities for kids as well it invites the little muslims onto a
positive islamic inspired coloring journey unlike the traditional coloring book on
animals it also is paired with some islamic learning reasons to love this book
beautiful illustrations the book includes 100 professionally composed unique
illustrations of animals along with their names in arabic and english to trace to let
your little muslim paint their masterpieces as well as letting their coloring
creativity go wild educational and islamic information it is important for parents not
only to read and teach the names of the animals in english arabic but also convey some
religious context regarding that animal the coloring pages at the end of the book do
convey some of these points too some important points of discussion are animals on
prophet nuh s ark prophet younas and the whale kindness to all animals unicorns are not
real dinosours do not exist anymore eid ul adha and the slaughter of animals muslims do
not eat pigs the perfect size the book comes in a squared print format of size 8 5 x 11
inches large enough to let your little muslims express their creativity without loosing
your eyes fun and educational kids activities the book comes with 20 pages of islamic
fun activities including counting tracing shapes drawing matching activities etc that
are both fun and educational in nature suitable for both boys and girls this book is
suitable for both muslim boys and girls preferably ages 3 great for all coloring
mediums white colour high quality paper for pencil colors or crayons no markers please
makes a wonderful ramadan eid day gift coloring books are great gift for muslim kids on
ramadan eid ul fitr eid ul adha categories islamic books islamic books for kids eid
gifts for kids islamic books for children muslim books for kids muslim books for
children eid books for kids ramadan books for kids this book is a humble effort to list
the 99 names of allah to learn and memorize them in a colorful way along with their
meanings allah has revealed his names repeatedly in the holy quran primarily for us to
understand who he is learning and memorizing the names of allah will help us to
identify the correct way to believe in him allah says in the quran and to allah belong
the best names so invoke him by them quran 7 180 prophet muhammad � said allah has
ninety nine names i e one hundred minus one and whoever knows them will go to paradise
sahih bukhari 50 894 abu huraira reported allah s messenger � as saying there are
ninety nine names of allah he who commits them to memory would get into paradise verily
allah is odd he is one and it is an odd number and he loves odd number sahih muslim
book 48 hadith 5 this is a lovely mandala coloring book designed for muslims 25 unique
mandala images each mandala is accompanied with an inspiring verse from the quran each
image is printed on one side to prevent bleed issue makes for a great gift for fellow
muslims who enjoy coloring as a hobby don t forget to grab copies for yourself and your
loved ones today p s do click on our author s name to check out more similar books such
as this coloring quran verses is an easy way to meditate day and night on the word of
allah this inspirational coloring book features uplifting scripture verses for those
who love to color features include a quran verse on each page large pages 8 5 x 11
diverse styles from simple to complex single sided pages to reduce bleed through 25
designs coloring can help you relax and reduce stress meditate on each quran verse as
you color makes the perfect encouraging gift for the coloring enthusiast or a great
gift to yourself introduce your little ones to 14 animals featured in the quran through
activities and coloring pages each animal includes the surah name ayah reference and a
fun fact this is an activity book that teaches the message of the qur an to lower
elementary level students it mixes engaging graphics with rhymed explanations of common
qur anic teachings and also has many passages from the qur an in a simplified
translation so young people can get used to the rhythms of the holy text also has fun
activities to color and do this book contains 30 lessons from the quran in the form of
illustrations drawn by 5 illustrators from darul arqam studio that are ready to be
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colored this book is a humble effort to list the 99 names of allah to learn and
memorize them in a colorful way along with their meanings allah has revealed his names
repeatedly in the holy quran primarily for us to understand who he is learning and
memorizing the names of allah will help us to identify the correct way to believe in
him allah says in the quran and to allah belong the best names so invoke him by them
quran 7 180 prophet muhammad � said allah has ninety nine names i e one hundred minus
one and whoever knows them will go to paradise sahih bukhari 50 894 abu huraira
reported allah s messenger � as saying there are ninety nine names of allah he who
commits them to memory would get into paradise verily allah is odd he is one and it is
an odd number and he loves odd number sahih muslim book 48 hadith 5 al quran al kareem
maqdis is a translation learning method of word by word al quran with every word and
sentence is colored differently in arabic and english every word in the quran was
translated literally so that the reader could understand the meaning of every single
word it needs to be remembered that not all literal translation represents the exact
meaning of the word since the quran uses varied arabic language style and sometimes
metaphor accordingly to understand the full or intended meaning of the word or the
verse muhsin khan s the holy quran translation had been included in this edition
however to comprehend more of the meaning of the quran reading the commentary of the
quran from trusted scholars would be necessary approved by the department of islamic
development of malaysia jakim and malaysian ministry of home affairs kdn the islamic
adult coloring book was compiled in an effort to teach the non muslim about islam and
to combat the rising tide of stress in the modern muslim s life while still being
beneficial in this world and the hereafter the designs chosen for the book are
intricate works that the adult colorer will find both challenging and soothing the
pages include detailed mosque architecture calligraphy hadith dua quranic verses and
quotes all to allow muslims to relax and refocus on deen each coloring page has a
corresponding short descriptive page for non muslims who want to join in on the
relaxation and learn something about islam along the way dive deeper into tranquillity
with volume 2 of seeking serenity continue your journey of peace reflection and
artistic expression with the second volume of seeking serenity an islamic coloring
experience this new collection offers even more intricate designs intertwined with
profound quranic verses inviting you to deepen your connection to your faith through
the meditative act of coloring this book contains 31 quotes from the sacred and holy
quran it also includes 31 beautiful islamic themed patterns to color book s dimensions
8 5 x 11 inches a perfect gift for all followers of love wisdom patience guidance and
strength volume 2 expands the horizons of spiritual exploration and artistic creativity
presenting unique opportunities for contemplation and peace each page is a doorway to
tranquillity designed to engage the mind soothe the soul and inspire the heart whether
you re seeking a moment of calm yearning for spiritual growth or simply cherish the joy
of coloring this volume is crafted for you join us on this continued journey of
discovery and serenity where each color you lay down is a step closer to the
tranquillity you seek embark on this serene adventure and let seeking serenity volume 2
be a companion in your moments of reflection and joy welcome back to your sanctuary of
peace order yours today the islamic adult coloring book was compiled in an effort to
teach the non muslim about islam and to combat the rising tide of stress in the modern
muslim s life while still being beneficial in this world and the hereafter the designs
chosen for the book are intricate works that the adult colorer will find both
challenging and soothing the pages include detailed mosque architecture calligraphy
hadith dua quranic verses and quotes all to allow muslims to relax and refocus on deen
each coloring page has a corresponding short descriptive page for non muslims who want
to join in on the relaxation and learn something about islam along the way colourful
ways to learn about the stories from the quran these colouring books feature an
exciting but simple read aloud text with large and beautiful illustrations which
children will love to colour holy koran sacred book of muslims this holy quran has
special color codes for tajweed the tajweed rules helps the reader to emphasize accents
phonetics rhythm and temper of the quranic recitation this quran is for everyone and
for all students of hifz the student will easily recognize and learn the various rules
of tajweed my best ramadan coloring book k is an islamic coloring book that contains
high quality images and beautiful designs with arabic and english islamic sayings from
quran and sunnah books islamic themed patterns includes quotes from quran and sunnah
soft mate cover with beautiful design about the holy month perfect hand size 8 5 x 11
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teach your kids about islam while having funit is increasingly difficult to teach our
beautiful religion to children and this for several reasons the ubiquity of screens
lack of time fatigue but you know very well that these are only pretexts and that no
excuse is valid for this neglect and you feel more and more guilty every day so why not
just combine the useful with the fun children spend their time playing and never turn
down a coloring moment that s why thanks to this notebook they will be able to learn
the 5 pillars of islam the pillars of prayer and pilgrimage as well as the obligations
of ramadan simply by coloring and explaining each of these drawings the child will
easily memorize the important precepts of islam book details black and white book with
every other page in black to avoid color transference soft glossy cover large square
format 21 27 cm 30 coloring pages that will delight your children bonus coloring of the
3 most important places of worship in islam of course many other books are waiting for
you at atfal collection to make our children grow up together in the right way we are
looking forward to your feedbacks with great pleasure salam special price for a limited
time ramadan coloring book for kid s this unique ramadan coloring book is a fun way to
introduce the ramadan to your young learnerperfect gift for kids to celebrate the holi
month of ramadan fun fun fun and a lot of fun you can follow us to receive all new get
yours today and enjoy colourful ways to learn about the stories from the quran these
colouring books feature an exciting but simple read aloud text with large and beautiful
illustrations which children will love to colour this coloring book is a fun and
educational way to introduce your little ones to the islamic holy month of ramadan it
features 80 pages of beautiful illustrations that depict the rituals traditions and
values of ramadan such as fasting praying and reading the quran your children will love
coloring the pictures and learning more about their faith and culture this coloring
book is a perfect gift for muslim toddlers and preschoolers who want to experience the
joy and blessings of ramadan take some time out of your busy day and relax in
remembrance of the almighty with second volume of the asmaul husna adult colouring book
series the 99 names of allah in expressing art there is no right way or wrong
everything that you deem beautiful is art art is soul food this colouring book is
another step to reach out to those who have a yearning to combine innate artistic
talents with the spiritual this islamic coloring book contains 22 designs to colour in
and enjoy with each design made up of arabic lettering surrounded by beautiful islamic
themed arabesque nature designs learn the the next 20 names of allah in arabic with
their english transliteration and meaning this muslim themed coloring book is suitable
for adults and children ages 6 perfect as gift for a loved one get ready to reflect and
relax while coloring this fun and easy to use coloring book for muslims with 30 unique
pages of intricate mandalas and thought provoking islamic phrases and quranic ayat to
choose from adult coloring for muslims has never been more enjoyable use this coloring
book to promote mental health and build mindfulness through the meditative practice of
coloring mandalas mandalas for muslims is perfect for adults and youth alike look no
further for the perfect gift for eid al fitr or eid al adha holidays ramadan birthdays
weddings anniversaries baby showers special occasions and more this is a particularly
thoughtful gift for your spouse siblings parents friends or anyone else who may enjoy
coloring features 30 unique pages various intricate mandalas and carefully selected
islamic phrases and verses from the quran are used in this book to inspire mindful
reflection and creativity bold lines mandalas and text outlines are extra bold for
easier coloring you don t have to worry too much about coloring outside the lines just
sit back relax and start your masterpiece arabic calligraphy throughout the book arabic
calligraphy is used to feature the beauty of the quran s original language practice
your arabic writing skills by tracing the letters as you color we hope that through
this coloring book you will be able to build a greater connection to allah in your
daily life so what are you waiting for say bismillah and get coloring c all designs are
copyrighted by sumpop studio designs are for personal use only and cannot be resold
shared transferred or redistributed best gift idea for ramadan fun fun fun and a lot of
fun discover what makes ramadan such a special time of year for muslims with this fun
activity book includes coloring pages mazes puzzles features original artist designs
high resolution incredibly fun and relaxing perfect hand size wonderful ramadan gift 8
5 11 inshes 60 pages a gorgeous ramadan book for kids order now and put a smile on your
child s face you can check more wonderful books by clicking on my profile ahmed milano
just below the title of this book take some time out of your busy day and relax in
remembrance of the almighty with the asmaul husna young and adult colouring book the 99
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names of allah in expressing art there is no right way or wrong everything that you
deem beautiful is art art is soul food this colouring book is another step to reach out
to those who have a yearning to combine innate artistic talents with the spiritual this
islamic coloring book contains 99 designs to colour in and enjoy with each design made
up of arabic lettering surrounded by beautiful islamic themed arabesque nature designs
learn the next 99 names of allah in arabic this muslim themed coloring book is suitable
for adults and children ages 4 perfect as surprise for a loved one language english
arabic paperback 102 pages dimensions 21 59 x 0 58 x 27 94 cm high quality illustration
coloring page you are invited into a peaceful coloring journey in the life of a kind
loving and strong muslimah the 28 illustrations are highly detailed with beautiful
islamic geometric patterns and paired with translations of quran verses hadith and
islamic quotes to give you a meaningful experience why will you love this coloring book
this book combines the creative journaling and the pleasure of coloring 28 new designs
that you have not seen anywhere else 100 original artwork paired with islamic quotation
all illustrations are one sided print on bright white paper to minimize bleed through
makes a wonderful gift for muslim friends family members teachers students and co
workers paper white paper pages 120 pages cover soft cover glossy finish product
dimension 8 5x 11 inches whether you are looking for the perfect islamic gift for
children or looking to introduce and educate your children about allah the holy quran
islam prophet muhammad peace be upon him and other islamic concepts this fun and
engaging islamic activity book is for you this islamic activity book for kids is loaded
with valuable knowledge of our deen of islam so kids can gain an understanding of
islamic concepts with fun engaging and educational activities and games to bring out
your kid s inner creativity while helping your kids build their relationship with allah
and teaching them the fundamentals of islam this islamic activity book consists of
coloring pages word searches mazes connect the dots matching words with pictures math
puzzles crossword puzzles word scramble completing picture designs islamic i spy
activities counting exercises arabic and english alphabet numbers tracing picture
number matching shadow matching tic tac toe do a dot count mark naming colors copy the
picture color by numbers sudoku fill in the missing vowels this islamic ramadan
activity book for children introduces and teaches kids teaching kids about allah the
holy quran the religion of islam prophet mohammad peace be upon him more teaching kids
dua prayers and dhikr they can use in their salah prayers and outside their prayers
teaching kids about ramadan teaching kids the five 5 pillars of islam teaching kids
about the six 6 articles of faith in islam teaching kids about salah namaz muslim
prayer teaching kids quran verses ayat teaching kids about the oneness of allah tawhid
teaching kids phrases in arabic they can use islamic reading spelling teaching kids the
99 names of allah his attributes this fun and engaging islamic activity book is
guaranteed to educate your kids about islam in a fun and exciting way while occupying
and entertaining them for hours with colorful bright large 8 5 by 11 21 6 x 28 cm size
pages ideal for kids and big enough for coloring take some time out of your busy day
and relax in remembrance of the almighty with the asmaul husna young and adult
colouring book the 99 names of allah in expressing art there is no right way or wrong
everything that you deem beautiful is art art is soul food this colouring book is
another step to reach out to those who have a yearning to combine innate artistic
talents with the spiritual this islamic coloring book contains 99 designs to colour in
and enjoy with each design made up of arabic lettering surrounded by beautiful islamic
themed arabesque nature designs learn the next 99 names of allah in arabic this muslim
themed coloring book is suitable for adults and children ages 6 perfect as gift for a
loved one this book invites you into a mindful coloring journey while pondering over
the words of god it consists of 30 hand drawn unique illustrations based on mandala and
geometric pattern art the illustrations are paired with translations of quranic verses
to give you a meaningful experience why you will love this book unique art these 30
illustrations are hand made solely for this book there is no use of generic
computerized images ramadan and eid gifts this book makes a wonderful gift for the arts
crafts lover you may also frame a page as a personalized gift for your loved ones skill
level illustrations range from simple to complex allowing for a variety of challenges
this book is suitable for adults as well as children ages 7 and above illustration
layout 25 illustrations are paired with verses while 5 sheets consist of patterns
floral and geometric designs pattern sheets are spread carefully throughout the book to
help pause and reflect over prior verses page layout to avoid bleed through each page
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is printed one sided this makes it perfect for your favorite colored pencils crayons
and pens names of allah 99 the beautiful names of god are the names of praise praise
praise and glorification of god attributes of god s perfection and the epithets of the
majesty of god acts of wisdom mercy good and justice from god this book invites you
into a coloring journey with your child pondering over the names of god get your little
one on the right path to coloring with this exciting learning to establish and
understand the noble meanings of the most beautiful names of god book contains
perfectly for toddlers kids age 3 5 4 8 suitable for both boys and girls sized at 8 5 x
11 100 pages 45 pages to color ramadan for kids this ebook is an excellnt resource for
kids to get to know all about ramadan parents also can use this ebook to teach their
kids all the important lessons gained from ramadan it is a collection of questions and
answers with an associated image on each page that kids will enjoy to colour through
colouring and having fun kids will have a brief explanation about ramadan



Animals in The Holy Quran

2020-10-17

do you want to teach your child all the animals mentioned in the holy quran then you
are in the right place the pictures of animals mentioned in the quran are all collected
and the child colors them divide it into land animals aerial animals marine animals as
well as insects i attached the name of each animal in two languages english and arabic
so that the child could learn arabic the language of the qur an i think the book
contains valuable information so don t hesitate to gift it to your child

My Ramadan and Eid Al Fitr Coloring Book

2015-06-20

my ramadan and eid al fitr coloring book is a selection of coloring pages about the
islamic holidays of ramadan and eid al fitr during the month of ramadan the holy quran
was first revealed to the prophet muhammad saw and muslims commemorate this sacred
month with fasting from dawn to sunset

A Gift for the Soul - Islamic Coloring Book

2020-05-07

islamic coloring book turn self care into soul care an ideal islamic gift for muslim
ladies and teens a beautifully illustrated islamic coloring book to help you relax
while nourishing the soul color while you connect with allah swt verily in the
remembrance of allah do hearts find peace al qur an 13 28 this book contains 25
exquisite flowers and botanical themed patterns each page contains the english
translation of a quranic verse or hadith with surah and verse number patterns vary from
the easy to more complex printed on one side to prevent bleed through crayons colored
pencils work best pages can be cut out after coloring frame it and display your unique
artwork book s dimension 8 5 x 11 inches color your stress and anxiety away and reflect
upon allah s swt words may peace and tranquility blossom as hearts draw closer to the
allah swt order the islamic coloring book today visit our aiman publishing amazon store
click on author name and check out our entire collection of islamic notebooks journals
and coloring books that are both beautiful and useful catering to different family
members they also make perfect gifts for all occasions such as eid graduation birthdays
anniversaries gifts that will be cherished for years to come

My First Islamic Coloring Book

2020-11-27

the ideal gift to learn allah s most beautiful names and have fun allah has revealed
his names several times in the holy quran mainly for us to understand who he is
learning and memorizing the names of allah will help us identify the correct way to
believe in him there is nothing more sacred and blessed than understanding the names of
allah and living by them with these 115 pages and over 6 different activities about
islam this coloring book is suitable for all ages the 99 most beautiful names of allah
coloring book is perfect for those who want to have fun color and have amazing time
alone or with family learning the 99 names of allah easily this fantastic islam
activity book will also make a perfect travel or vacation notebook one name of allah
per page the coloring books are also great fun for children do not wait any longer

99 Names of Allah Coloring Book

2020-06-07



as muslims we believe in allah in accordance with his beautiful names and attributes
allah has revealed his names repeatedly in the holy quran primarily for us to
understand who he is learning and memorizing the names of allah will help us to
identify the correct way to believe in him there is nothing more sacred and blessed
than understanding the names of allah and living by them perfect gift papeback learn
the meaning of allah s 99 names learn the names of allah in arabic with their english
transliteration and meaning learn the arabic calligraphy of allah s 99 names coloring
the arabic calligraphy high quality illustration coloring pages one name per sheet size
8 5 11 inches 202 pages 101 sheets

Seeking Serenity

2024-03

embark on a journey of serenity and reflection discover the tranquil beauty of faith
with seeking serenity an islamic coloring experience this unique adult coloring book
marries the meditative art of coloring with the profound wisdom of the quran each page
unfolds an inspiring quote set against intricate designs that beckon your personal
touch dive into a reflective journey where each stroke adds color not just to the page
but to your soul this book contains 31 quotes from the sacred and holy quran it also
includes 31 beautiful islamic themed patterns to color book s dimensions 8 5 x 11
inches a perfect gift for all followers of love wisdom patience guidance and strength
whether seeking peace in a bustling life deepening your spiritual connection or simply
exploring the quran in a new light this book is your gateway to a world where faith
meets creativity seeking serenity is not just a coloring book it s a passage to
mindfulness a celebration of the divine and a testament to the timeless messages of the
quran join us in this beautiful exploration of faith art and personal growth color
contemplate and connect with seeking serenity your sanctuary of peace in the palm of
your hand order yours today

My Muslim Baby's Favorite Islamic Coloring Activity Book

2021-11-30

islam coloring book for kids babies toddlers child islamic colouring children quran
allah islam islamic art coloring book activity pattern colors islamic activity book
children kid child baby my deen islamic activity book toddler prophet

Coloring Book of Animals in Quran

2021-02-23

coloring goes beyond being a fun activity for kids it improves their motor skills and
focus and lets children develop creativity and color recognition this book is ideally
suited for 3 year old muslim boys and girls there are 31 animals mentioned in the holy
quran and 6 surah s names that are named after animals too in this book for each of the
31 animals a large illustration for coloring is included along with their english
arabic names to color and their english name to trace there are additional pet and farm
animals included as well at the end of the book you will find some fun and educational
games and activities for kids as well it invites the little muslims onto a positive
islamic inspired coloring journey unlike the traditional coloring book on animals it
also is paired with some islamic learning reasons to love this book beautiful
illustrations the book includes 100 professionally composed unique illustrations of
animals along with their names in arabic and english to trace to let your little muslim
paint their masterpieces as well as letting their coloring creativity go wild
educational and islamic information it is important for parents not only to read and
teach the names of the animals in english arabic but also convey some religious context
regarding that animal the coloring pages at the end of the book do convey some of these
points too some important points of discussion are animals on prophet nuh s ark prophet
younas and the whale kindness to all animals unicorns are not real dinosours do not



exist anymore eid ul adha and the slaughter of animals muslims do not eat pigs the
perfect size the book comes in a squared print format of size 8 5 x 11 inches large
enough to let your little muslims express their creativity without loosing your eyes
fun and educational kids activities the book comes with 20 pages of islamic fun
activities including counting tracing shapes drawing matching activities etc that are
both fun and educational in nature suitable for both boys and girls this book is
suitable for both muslim boys and girls preferably ages 3 great for all coloring
mediums white colour high quality paper for pencil colors or crayons no markers please
makes a wonderful ramadan eid day gift coloring books are great gift for muslim kids on
ramadan eid ul fitr eid ul adha categories islamic books islamic books for kids eid
gifts for kids islamic books for children muslim books for kids muslim books for
children eid books for kids ramadan books for kids

99 Names of Allah

2021-01-25

this book is a humble effort to list the 99 names of allah to learn and memorize them
in a colorful way along with their meanings allah has revealed his names repeatedly in
the holy quran primarily for us to understand who he is learning and memorizing the
names of allah will help us to identify the correct way to believe in him allah says in
the quran and to allah belong the best names so invoke him by them quran 7 180 prophet
muhammad � said allah has ninety nine names i e one hundred minus one and whoever knows
them will go to paradise sahih bukhari 50 894 abu huraira reported allah s messenger �
as saying there are ninety nine names of allah he who commits them to memory would get
into paradise verily allah is odd he is one and it is an odd number and he loves odd
number sahih muslim book 48 hadith 5

Quranic Motivational Verses Mandala Coloring Book

2020-02-03

this is a lovely mandala coloring book designed for muslims 25 unique mandala images
each mandala is accompanied with an inspiring verse from the quran each image is
printed on one side to prevent bleed issue makes for a great gift for fellow muslims
who enjoy coloring as a hobby don t forget to grab copies for yourself and your loved
ones today p s do click on our author s name to check out more similar books such as
this

Beauty In The Quran Adult Coloring Book

2021-03-05

coloring quran verses is an easy way to meditate day and night on the word of allah
this inspirational coloring book features uplifting scripture verses for those who love
to color features include a quran verse on each page large pages 8 5 x 11 diverse
styles from simple to complex single sided pages to reduce bleed through 25 designs
coloring can help you relax and reduce stress meditate on each quran verse as you color
makes the perfect encouraging gift for the coloring enthusiast or a great gift to
yourself

14 Animals in the Quran

2024-01-30

introduce your little ones to 14 animals featured in the quran through activities and
coloring pages each animal includes the surah name ayah reference and a fun fact



Holy Quran Colour Coded Block Colouring (Pkt Size)

2011-07

this is an activity book that teaches the message of the qur an to lower elementary
level students it mixes engaging graphics with rhymed explanations of common qur anic
teachings and also has many passages from the qur an in a simplified translation so
young people can get used to the rhythms of the holy text also has fun activities to
color and do

My First Holy Qur'an

2013-12-03

this book contains 30 lessons from the quran in the form of illustrations drawn by 5
illustrators from darul arqam studio that are ready to be colored

30 Lessons from Quran

2024-03-28

this book is a humble effort to list the 99 names of allah to learn and memorize them
in a colorful way along with their meanings allah has revealed his names repeatedly in
the holy quran primarily for us to understand who he is learning and memorizing the
names of allah will help us to identify the correct way to believe in him allah says in
the quran and to allah belong the best names so invoke him by them quran 7 180 prophet
muhammad � said allah has ninety nine names i e one hundred minus one and whoever knows
them will go to paradise sahih bukhari 50 894 abu huraira reported allah s messenger �
as saying there are ninety nine names of allah he who commits them to memory would get
into paradise verily allah is odd he is one and it is an odd number and he loves odd
number sahih muslim book 48 hadith 5

99 Names of Allah Coloring Book

2021-01-16

al quran al kareem maqdis is a translation learning method of word by word al quran
with every word and sentence is colored differently in arabic and english every word in
the quran was translated literally so that the reader could understand the meaning of
every single word it needs to be remembered that not all literal translation represents
the exact meaning of the word since the quran uses varied arabic language style and
sometimes metaphor accordingly to understand the full or intended meaning of the word
or the verse muhsin khan s the holy quran translation had been included in this edition
however to comprehend more of the meaning of the quran reading the commentary of the
quran from trusted scholars would be necessary approved by the department of islamic
development of malaysia jakim and malaysian ministry of home affairs kdn

Al-Quran Al-Kareem the Noble Quran Word-By-Word
Translation & Color Coded Tajweed (Arabic-English) B5 Size
(Color May Vary)-Maqdis Quarn B5

2020-11

the islamic adult coloring book was compiled in an effort to teach the non muslim about
islam and to combat the rising tide of stress in the modern muslim s life while still
being beneficial in this world and the hereafter the designs chosen for the book are
intricate works that the adult colorer will find both challenging and soothing the
pages include detailed mosque architecture calligraphy hadith dua quranic verses and



quotes all to allow muslims to relax and refocus on deen each coloring page has a
corresponding short descriptive page for non muslims who want to join in on the
relaxation and learn something about islam along the way

The Islamic, Adult Coloring Book

2016-02-20

dive deeper into tranquillity with volume 2 of seeking serenity continue your journey
of peace reflection and artistic expression with the second volume of seeking serenity
an islamic coloring experience this new collection offers even more intricate designs
intertwined with profound quranic verses inviting you to deepen your connection to your
faith through the meditative act of coloring this book contains 31 quotes from the
sacred and holy quran it also includes 31 beautiful islamic themed patterns to color
book s dimensions 8 5 x 11 inches a perfect gift for all followers of love wisdom
patience guidance and strength volume 2 expands the horizons of spiritual exploration
and artistic creativity presenting unique opportunities for contemplation and peace
each page is a doorway to tranquillity designed to engage the mind soothe the soul and
inspire the heart whether you re seeking a moment of calm yearning for spiritual growth
or simply cherish the joy of coloring this volume is crafted for you join us on this
continued journey of discovery and serenity where each color you lay down is a step
closer to the tranquillity you seek embark on this serene adventure and let seeking
serenity volume 2 be a companion in your moments of reflection and joy welcome back to
your sanctuary of peace order yours today

Seeking Serenity

2024-03

the islamic adult coloring book was compiled in an effort to teach the non muslim about
islam and to combat the rising tide of stress in the modern muslim s life while still
being beneficial in this world and the hereafter the designs chosen for the book are
intricate works that the adult colorer will find both challenging and soothing the
pages include detailed mosque architecture calligraphy hadith dua quranic verses and
quotes all to allow muslims to relax and refocus on deen each coloring page has a
corresponding short descriptive page for non muslims who want to join in on the
relaxation and learn something about islam along the way

The Islamic Adult Coloring Book: 2nd Edition

2017-06

colourful ways to learn about the stories from the quran these colouring books feature
an exciting but simple read aloud text with large and beautiful illustrations which
children will love to colour

Al Quran Al Kareem-Rainbow Color Quran,Arabic Only-Uthmani
Script With QR Code (Large Size) (Turquois Green Color)

2020

holy koran sacred book of muslims

The Ark of Nuh and the Animals Colouring Book

2001

this holy quran has special color codes for tajweed the tajweed rules helps the reader



to emphasize accents phonetics rhythm and temper of the quranic recitation this quran
is for everyone and for all students of hifz the student will easily recognize and
learn the various rules of tajweed

The Holy Qur'ân

2005-09

my best ramadan coloring book k is an islamic coloring book that contains high quality
images and beautiful designs with arabic and english islamic sayings from quran and
sunnah books islamic themed patterns includes quotes from quran and sunnah soft mate
cover with beautiful design about the holy month perfect hand size 8 5 x 11

The Holy Quran with Color Coded Tajweed

2017-09-20

teach your kids about islam while having funit is increasingly difficult to teach our
beautiful religion to children and this for several reasons the ubiquity of screens
lack of time fatigue but you know very well that these are only pretexts and that no
excuse is valid for this neglect and you feel more and more guilty every day so why not
just combine the useful with the fun children spend their time playing and never turn
down a coloring moment that s why thanks to this notebook they will be able to learn
the 5 pillars of islam the pillars of prayer and pilgrimage as well as the obligations
of ramadan simply by coloring and explaining each of these drawings the child will
easily memorize the important precepts of islam book details black and white book with
every other page in black to avoid color transference soft glossy cover large square
format 21 27 cm 30 coloring pages that will delight your children bonus coloring of the
3 most important places of worship in islam of course many other books are waiting for
you at atfal collection to make our children grow up together in the right way we are
looking forward to your feedbacks with great pleasure salam

My Best Ramadan Coloring Book

2021-03-20

special price for a limited time ramadan coloring book for kid s this unique ramadan
coloring book is a fun way to introduce the ramadan to your young learnerperfect gift
for kids to celebrate the holi month of ramadan fun fun fun and a lot of fun you can
follow us to receive all new get yours today and enjoy

Islamic Coloring Book

2021-03-21

colourful ways to learn about the stories from the quran these colouring books feature
an exciting but simple read aloud text with large and beautiful illustrations which
children will love to colour

My Ramadan Coloring Book

2021-04-11

this coloring book is a fun and educational way to introduce your little ones to the
islamic holy month of ramadan it features 80 pages of beautiful illustrations that
depict the rituals traditions and values of ramadan such as fasting praying and reading
the quran your children will love coloring the pictures and learning more about their
faith and culture this coloring book is a perfect gift for muslim toddlers and
preschoolers who want to experience the joy and blessings of ramadan



Stories From The Quran Big Colouring Book

2005-01-01

take some time out of your busy day and relax in remembrance of the almighty with
second volume of the asmaul husna adult colouring book series the 99 names of allah in
expressing art there is no right way or wrong everything that you deem beautiful is art
art is soul food this colouring book is another step to reach out to those who have a
yearning to combine innate artistic talents with the spiritual this islamic coloring
book contains 22 designs to colour in and enjoy with each design made up of arabic
lettering surrounded by beautiful islamic themed arabesque nature designs learn the the
next 20 names of allah in arabic with their english transliteration and meaning this
muslim themed coloring book is suitable for adults and children ages 6 perfect as gift
for a loved one

My First Ramadan

2024-01-16

get ready to reflect and relax while coloring this fun and easy to use coloring book
for muslims with 30 unique pages of intricate mandalas and thought provoking islamic
phrases and quranic ayat to choose from adult coloring for muslims has never been more
enjoyable use this coloring book to promote mental health and build mindfulness through
the meditative practice of coloring mandalas mandalas for muslims is perfect for adults
and youth alike look no further for the perfect gift for eid al fitr or eid al adha
holidays ramadan birthdays weddings anniversaries baby showers special occasions and
more this is a particularly thoughtful gift for your spouse siblings parents friends or
anyone else who may enjoy coloring features 30 unique pages various intricate mandalas
and carefully selected islamic phrases and verses from the quran are used in this book
to inspire mindful reflection and creativity bold lines mandalas and text outlines are
extra bold for easier coloring you don t have to worry too much about coloring outside
the lines just sit back relax and start your masterpiece arabic calligraphy throughout
the book arabic calligraphy is used to feature the beauty of the quran s original
language practice your arabic writing skills by tracing the letters as you color we
hope that through this coloring book you will be able to build a greater connection to
allah in your daily life so what are you waiting for say bismillah and get coloring c
all designs are copyrighted by sumpop studio designs are for personal use only and
cannot be resold shared transferred or redistributed

The Asmaul Husna Colouring Book Volume 2

2017-03

best gift idea for ramadan fun fun fun and a lot of fun discover what makes ramadan
such a special time of year for muslims with this fun activity book includes coloring
pages mazes puzzles features original artist designs high resolution incredibly fun and
relaxing perfect hand size wonderful ramadan gift 8 5 11 inshes 60 pages a gorgeous
ramadan book for kids order now and put a smile on your child s face you can check more
wonderful books by clicking on my profile ahmed milano just below the title of this
book

Origin of Life (Colouring Book)

2001

take some time out of your busy day and relax in remembrance of the almighty with the
asmaul husna young and adult colouring book the 99 names of allah in expressing art
there is no right way or wrong everything that you deem beautiful is art art is soul
food this colouring book is another step to reach out to those who have a yearning to



combine innate artistic talents with the spiritual this islamic coloring book contains
99 designs to colour in and enjoy with each design made up of arabic lettering
surrounded by beautiful islamic themed arabesque nature designs learn the next 99 names
of allah in arabic this muslim themed coloring book is suitable for adults and children
ages 4 perfect as surprise for a loved one language english arabic paperback 102 pages
dimensions 21 59 x 0 58 x 27 94 cm high quality illustration coloring page

Mandalas for Muslims

2023-06-10

you are invited into a peaceful coloring journey in the life of a kind loving and
strong muslimah the 28 illustrations are highly detailed with beautiful islamic
geometric patterns and paired with translations of quran verses hadith and islamic
quotes to give you a meaningful experience why will you love this coloring book this
book combines the creative journaling and the pleasure of coloring 28 new designs that
you have not seen anywhere else 100 original artwork paired with islamic quotation all
illustrations are one sided print on bright white paper to minimize bleed through makes
a wonderful gift for muslim friends family members teachers students and co workers
paper white paper pages 120 pages cover soft cover glossy finish product dimension 8 5x
11 inches

Ramadan Coloring Book For Kids

2021-03-27

whether you are looking for the perfect islamic gift for children or looking to
introduce and educate your children about allah the holy quran islam prophet muhammad
peace be upon him and other islamic concepts this fun and engaging islamic activity
book is for you this islamic activity book for kids is loaded with valuable knowledge
of our deen of islam so kids can gain an understanding of islamic concepts with fun
engaging and educational activities and games to bring out your kid s inner creativity
while helping your kids build their relationship with allah and teaching them the
fundamentals of islam this islamic activity book consists of coloring pages word
searches mazes connect the dots matching words with pictures math puzzles crossword
puzzles word scramble completing picture designs islamic i spy activities counting
exercises arabic and english alphabet numbers tracing picture number matching shadow
matching tic tac toe do a dot count mark naming colors copy the picture color by
numbers sudoku fill in the missing vowels this islamic ramadan activity book for
children introduces and teaches kids teaching kids about allah the holy quran the
religion of islam prophet mohammad peace be upon him more teaching kids dua prayers and
dhikr they can use in their salah prayers and outside their prayers teaching kids about
ramadan teaching kids the five 5 pillars of islam teaching kids about the six 6
articles of faith in islam teaching kids about salah namaz muslim prayer teaching kids
quran verses ayat teaching kids about the oneness of allah tawhid teaching kids phrases
in arabic they can use islamic reading spelling teaching kids the 99 names of allah his
attributes this fun and engaging islamic activity book is guaranteed to educate your
kids about islam in a fun and exciting way while occupying and entertaining them for
hours with colorful bright large 8 5 by 11 21 6 x 28 cm size pages ideal for kids and
big enough for coloring

99 Names of Allah The Asmaul Husna Colouring Book

2021-03-02

take some time out of your busy day and relax in remembrance of the almighty with the
asmaul husna young and adult colouring book the 99 names of allah in expressing art
there is no right way or wrong everything that you deem beautiful is art art is soul
food this colouring book is another step to reach out to those who have a yearning to
combine innate artistic talents with the spiritual this islamic coloring book contains



99 designs to colour in and enjoy with each design made up of arabic lettering
surrounded by beautiful islamic themed arabesque nature designs learn the next 99 names
of allah in arabic this muslim themed coloring book is suitable for adults and children
ages 6 perfect as gift for a loved one

Peace and Goodness Islamic Coloring Journal for Girls and
Women

2020-07-21

this book invites you into a mindful coloring journey while pondering over the words of
god it consists of 30 hand drawn unique illustrations based on mandala and geometric
pattern art the illustrations are paired with translations of quranic verses to give
you a meaningful experience why you will love this book unique art these 30
illustrations are hand made solely for this book there is no use of generic
computerized images ramadan and eid gifts this book makes a wonderful gift for the arts
crafts lover you may also frame a page as a personalized gift for your loved ones skill
level illustrations range from simple to complex allowing for a variety of challenges
this book is suitable for adults as well as children ages 7 and above illustration
layout 25 illustrations are paired with verses while 5 sheets consist of patterns
floral and geometric designs pattern sheets are spread carefully throughout the book to
help pause and reflect over prior verses page layout to avoid bleed through each page
is printed one sided this makes it perfect for your favorite colored pencils crayons
and pens

My Favorite Islamic Activity Book for Muslim Kids

2021-09-24

names of allah 99 the beautiful names of god are the names of praise praise praise and
glorification of god attributes of god s perfection and the epithets of the majesty of
god acts of wisdom mercy good and justice from god this book invites you into a
coloring journey with your child pondering over the names of god get your little one on
the right path to coloring with this exciting learning to establish and understand the
noble meanings of the most beautiful names of god book contains perfectly for toddlers
kids age 3 5 4 8 suitable for both boys and girls sized at 8 5 x 11 100 pages 45 pages
to color

99 Names of Allah The Asmaul Husna Colouring Book

2020-11-17

ramadan for kids this ebook is an excellnt resource for kids to get to know all about
ramadan parents also can use this ebook to teach their kids all the important lessons
gained from ramadan it is a collection of questions and answers with an associated
image on each page that kids will enjoy to colour through colouring and having fun kids
will have a brief explanation about ramadan

Mindful Islamic Coloring Book

2018-12-28

Names of Allah 99

2020-09-21



Ramadan for Kids

2016-06-04
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